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Abstract: Providing security to user information are the most
important aspects of today’s internet applications. Due to the very
fast increase in the internet applications, the value of data
exchange also became important. Hence, the better security and
fast processing of the system is at high demand in the
communication-related communities. Cryptography is one such
area of providing data security. The two major criteria that specify
the significance of a cryptographic algorithm are the security
provided against the various attacks and the time to perform the
operations.
The proposed system is a solution to the cryptographic
system to reduce the time complexity by retaining the security of
the algorithm as it is. The solution proposed is to reduce the
processing time required for the XOR function. This solution is by
generating; XOR values for the vector space mentioned by the
tuple, later replace the same wherever required. These values of
XOR depend on the tuple, which represents the vector. Algorithm
and time complexity for the generation of the vector space of XOR
values for the proposed space evaluated. The result of the work
compared based on two Standard symmetric-key cipher systems,
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Blowfish. The results
are also tested and analyzed for different data size for the time
complexity.

Keywords: Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Blowfish,
Vector Space and XOR free.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern era,

the users of the internet are greatly

increasing in an exponential manner. Almost all the users are
using the public network for their data transmissions, which
made even the confidential information is openly accessible
by everyone. Thus increases the vulnerability of the message
transmission [1]. So it’s a great demand on the techniques that
could provide the desirable protection to the confidential data
which are transmitted around the public network. Various
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techniques are proposed to achieve the information security
under two major areas such as; the symmetric-key
cryptography and asymmetric-key cryptography. . This paper
considers standard symmetric key cipher system for the test
process.
In binary oriented symmetric key cipher system, almost all
standard Stream ciphers use the XOR as default repeated
operations. Due to the repeated XOR operations, the time
spent on loading and storing of the data of these operations to
the cache is larger [2], [3]. Therefore, the increase in loading
and storing of the data to the cache from the other cache levels
or to the main memory again causes the increase of delay in
storing and loading [2]. In case of, the requested data by the
CPU, for the operation, if not found in the cache leads to a
cache miss. This in turn increases the executions delay.
Therefore, there is a need of addressing these issues, which
helps in reducing the time complexity. This achieved by
reducing the time needed to execute the XOR operation.
Hence, the work proposing a new solution of optimization
based on time complexity. Even though the hardware XOR
operations are very fast [4], but due to its above said memory
bound reasons; desired to have a system, which will address
these issues through software. Therefore, the work focused on
the solutions to address the time complexity issue of the
operation of XOR function. As a result, the work proposes a
new software solution for XOR operations with the intention
towards the time complexity reduction. The study centred
especially, towards the security solutions of standard
symmetric-key cryptographic area.
In most of the standard cipher system, XOR operations
usually performed between the plaintext / cipher text and the
key. Therefore, the total cost in terms of time complexity of
the XOR operation depends on the number of XOR
operations, which depends directly on size of the input and the
key length [4]. As input size of the plaintext / cipher text
increases the XOR process of the cryptosystem also increases
proportionally. This increased number of XOR computations
leads to the increased computation complexity of XOR [3],
[4] and [5].
Thus, the proposed system is to provide software solutions
for generating an XOR for the corresponding value of plain
text / cipher text and key. This constructed based on an
algorithm, which constructs the vector space of the values for
the input tuple. The system uses this vector space for XOR
free operations by replacing the appropriate value for the
same.
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This method is tested and compared with two standard
symmetric-key cryptographic techniques; 1. Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) and 2. Blowfish.
The next section focuses on a survey of few symmetric-key
cryptographic techniques with respect to the time complexity
of the encryption/decryption operations. These surveys
carried out as a preamble to propose a new method. Section
III describes the proposed methodology and the details of the
time complexity of the new approach. Section IV presents the
comparative analysis of the various standard cipher systems,
which extensively uses XOR operations. At the end, the last
section concludes.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The studies carried out on two symmetric key cipher
systems such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and
Blowfish. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which is a
symmetric key block cipher technique. Advanced Encryption
Standard proposed in 2001 by National Institute of Standards
and Technology [6], [7], [8]. Now, it is being used widely in
almost all the areas where information security is the utmost
importance. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) uses a
combination of XOR operations, byte substitution using an
S-box, rotations of rows and columns (ShiftRows) and mixing
of the columns (MixColumn). Based on the varied key length;
128, 192, and 256 bits the AES processes the data in a bit of
various sized blocks such as 128, 192, 512 bits. In case if the
platform used is of 64 bit processor, the XOR operation in
hardware takes 2, 3 and 8 clocks to process it, respectively for
the above bits of plaintext / ciphertext and key combinations.
Depending on the varied key length, AES processes in 10, 12
and 14 rounds. Every round of AES includes the
combinations of above-said functions. The XOR operations
are the major operations where the plain text/cipher, text are
processed with key [9]. Therefore, there is a need of the
system, which handles this operation efficiently. The
hardware implementations are comparatively more secure
and efficient to software implementations [9], [10] and [11].
However, as said earlier due to the repeated XOR operations,
there is more load and store on the cache, hence cache miss
[3], [12] that leads to delay in operation. So the time
complexity is purely driven by the system cache as well as
total data size of encryption / decryption operations. Further,
the time complexity affected by the increase in the number of
rounds in the overall process. Thus, a repeated XOR
operation increases the time of execution of encryption and
decryption process in the overall procedure. Therefore, the
total time for the encryption and decryption operations also
increases. It in turn affects the performance of the
cryptographic procedures.
Blowfish is another symmetric-key block cipher system,
designed by Bruce Schneider in 1993 [13]. Blowfish
processes the data as a 64-bit block size and a variable key
length ranges from 32 bits to 448 bits. It is a Feistel cipher
[13] processes the data in 16 round and uses large
key-dependent S-boxes and XOR operations. In each round,
the messages are divided into two halves such as Li and Ri.
Where both the halves (Li and Ri) includes XOR operations.
Hence, the increase in XOR operation increases the execution
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delay due to the cache miss as well as number of bits
operations as in the earlier case [3]. Hence, XOR operation
plays a major / critical role in the performance of
symmetric-key cipher systems process [3]. The major and
repeated operations in the cipher systems are the XOR
operations. Jianqiang Luo et al. [5] addressed the issues of
XOR-based performance optimization for AES. The bitwise
XOR operations are very fast but its memory bound [11].
XOR-operations are flexible [5] [11] but have a large impact
on the CPU behaviour due to the repeated load and store on
the cash. Based on the analysis of XOR-operation, Jianqiang
Luo et al. [5] proposed new schemes to achieve different
performance. This above analysis of XOR operations based
on the hardware of deferent schemes proposed [11] leads to
high time complexity. This gives the path of the orientation of
software for XOR operations.
It is also seen that time
taken for the repeated load and store on cache has an impact
on the system performance [3]. Therefore, the improvement
of the time complexity of the XOR operation will be more
advantageous for the systems involving large number of XOR
operations. It will also beneficial for the end users who use the
cryptographic process. From the above inference it has been
noted that hardware implementation of XOR will leads an
increase in complexity of time also cache miss. The
orientation to reduce this complexity in this paper has given
towards software. This approach will construct a XOR vector
space; the operations of XOR are replaced by XOR free
operation based on the constructed vector space. Here it reads
appropriate XOR inputs as tuple or vector and replace it by
using the values available in this vector space. In case of
hardware operations, the XOR operation depends on the
number of bit the processor operates. If the numbers of bits of
operations are less than the XOR operations of the cipher
system, then the time complexity increases. To reduce this,
better approach is software modelling of XOR. However, the
approach of software for each bit XOR operation will lead to
complexity. The approach for the code for the multiple bit
XOR operation at once is the second option. In the second
case the numbers of bits are operated in parallel, this again
depends on the data size of the processor. Further the third
method of a XOR free operation or standard method in which,
the values of XOR is placed from the vector space constructed
from the input vectors. The resultant value is to be substituted
for the XOR of plain text / cipher text and key of the
cryptographic process from the evaluated cryptographic
space. The evaluation result of XOR operation of the plain
text / cipher text and key should take minimum time to reduce
the time complexity.
This construction of vector space can be done recursively,
which would have finite numbers ‘2r’ where ‘r’ is a positive
integer. This method is discussed in two separate subsections
under the methodology. The former one in methodology,
describes how to construct the vector space. This construction
is based on recursive method. This again reduces the time
complexity of the XOR process. The latter focuses on the
Time Complexity of the said algorithm.
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III. METHODOLOGY
In case of a hardware driven XOR operation of
cryptography, it is bit by bit operation. The bit by bit hardware
operation leads to the requirement of a large number of XOR
gates [14]. It has been decided to use software orientation for
the construction of the vector space of XOR based on the two
dimensional vector of plaintext / ciphertext and key. The same
is utilized for the cryptographic process. There are two
questions in this, they are: 1. from which source the data of
XOR is to be taken for the process of cryptography? And 2.
How to construct the vector space?
A. Vector Space Construction:
It has been decided to replace the XOR operation of cipher
systems. For this a vector space of the input vector are to be
constructed well in advance. This vector space is constructed
based on the ranges of the plain text and key or cipher text and
key whichever is maximum. It ranges from ‘1’ to ‘2r’, where
‘r’ is an integer, which represents the number of bits of the
plain text / cipher text / key. The substitution process is
performed from the row (plain text / cipher text) and column
(Key) of the vector space constructed. The row and column
vector is selected as corresponding to the integers of plaintext
or cipher text and key, depending on whether it is encryption
or decryption operations respectively. The second question is
how to construct this vector space? The construction of the
vector space is based on the recursive method [15] as
explained below.

Example based on the XOR Vector Space algorithm
specified above:
Step 1: Let r  3 be the input to construct the vector space.
That is the vector space of the order 2  2 .
3

3

Step 2: Set the XOR vector space of the order 2  2 . Such
that,
3

3

R23 23  R88  R 88

Step 3: Initialize the elements of the one part of the vector as
row, as follows:

R i  j   k , where i  1 and (‘j’ is from 1



to 2 ) and 0  k

 2r  1 .That is:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 










R 11to 8 












3

r

Step 4: Repeat the following for every ‘i’ from 2 to 2 (where
‘i’ is incremented in steps of 2 , such that r  1 ) ands.
 Copy i  i elements diagonally and cross diagonally
(shown in the Fig. 1. as cross arrows) for all integer
r

Algorithm for the construction of XOR Vector Space of
the order ‘2r’:
Let r  0 be an integer to represent the number of digits of
the vector, such that the size of the vector space be

2r  2r and ‘i’ and ‘j’ indicates the row and column values of
the vector.

values of row
Such that;
o At first

log 2i for all 1  i  2r .

the

next

value

 0 . //a value to decide the vector space
r
r
Step 2: Set the XOR vector space ‘R’, of order 2  2 . This
Step 1: Read input r

value of vector ‘R’ has two components, ‘i’ and ‘j’, in this case
it is considered as row and column of the vectors. //define the
size of the vector with null values.
Step 3: Initialize the elements of the one part of the vector as
row and column value as ‘1’. //initialize the vector.
Such that,
 The

value

of

R i  j   k

,

with

i  1 are 0  k  2r  1 , for respective values of
‘j’.
r

Step 4: Repeat the following for every ‘i’ from 2 to 2 (where
‘i’ is incremented in steps of 2 , such that r  1 )
r

and 0  k  2  1 . // construct the full vector space
recursively.
 Copy i  i elements diagonally and cross diagonally
(shown in the Fig. 1. as cross arrows) for all integer
r

values of row

log 2i for all 1  i  2r .

Step 5: END // close after constructing the required vector
space.
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of

i

that

is

i  2 and 1  j  2 , find log 2i  log 2 2 . That
is when i  2 ,
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 3 2 5 4 7 6 








R  21to 8 












3
o Next value of i that is i  4 and 1  j  2 ,
find log 2i  log 2 4 . That is when i  4 ,
3
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0
1

2

3
R 3 to 41to 8  







1
0
3
2

2
3
0
1

o Next value of i that is
find log 2i

3
2
1
0

4
5
6
7

i 8

5
4
7
6

6
7
4
5

and 1 

where 0  k

 2r . Therefore the time complexity is
constant. This is denoted as O  C  , where C is

7
6 
5

4







constant.
 The remaining elements of the vector space are
constructed as follows:



o The part of the vector row i  2

1
0
3
2
5
4
7
6

2
3
0
1
6
7
4
5

3
2
1
0
7
6
5
4

4
5
6
7
0
1
2
3

5
4
7
6
1
0
3
2

6
7
4
5
2
3
0
1

 value

log 2i as integer that is the

1

, 22 , 23 , 24 ,..., 2 r . That is

incremented in 2 where r  0 . Therefore,
according to the master theorem [16] if the
r

j  23 ,

r

increment of the for-loop is 2 , than the time

7
6 
5

4
3

2
1

0 

complexity is log 2 r .
Therefore the time complexity of the algorithm denoted as

T  m   (time _ for _ reading _ input

time _ for _ initializing _ the _ first _ row
time _ for _ copying _ the _ remaing _ elements )
That is,

T  m   O 1  O  C   O  log 2 r 

Therefore, the time complexity is O  log 2 r  .
The XOR vector space is constructed well in advance, that
is, the vector space could be created while reading any input
file for the cipher system. Hence, all the XOR operations
encounters in the cipher system processing can be replaced as
a value from the vector space could be termed as XOR free
operation. Since it’s just a value borrowing from the stored
space, leads to less time consumption as well as less power
consumption [3]. Thus provides a space to replace XOR
operations using XOR free method, which is shown in Fig. 2
using general cipher system.

Step 5: END

Fig. 1 .Pictorial representation of the generation
of vector space of XOR.
B. Time Complexity Analysis of the Algorithm of
construction of XOR Vector Space:
The time complexity of generating the XOR vector space is
presented based on masters theorem [16] as follows:
Let

T  m  be the time complexity of the algorithm to

construct the XOR vector space where ‘m’ is integer decides
the size of the vector space:
 Input ‘r’ which determines the value of vector
space m  2  2 , this is processed only once
during computation and hence takes time of one unit
time. Therefore the time complexity of reading the
r

r

Fig. 2 .General cipher system with XOR free
operation.

input is O 1 .

 The first part of the vector space is to initialize the row
as the column values that are 0, 1, 2, 3....k,
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is

incremented with
value equals to 2

 log 2 8 . That is when i  8 ,

0
1

2

3
R 5 to 81to 8  
4

5
6

7

r
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table- I: Average difference in time between
encryption/decryption of Standard approach v/s
proposed (XOR free) method for Advanced Encryption
Standards

Even though it has been discussed earlier that the time
complexity of evaluating the XOR operation will be reduced
by theoretical means, the following section shows how
practically it will be evaluated?
To evaluate the time complexity, an experimental setup is
formulated. This set up contains an Intel(R) CORE(TM)
i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50GHz 2.70 GHz with 4 GB installed
RAM. The results of the experiments carried out on the
various stream cipher systems are analyzed and discussed
with respect to time complexity. The time complexity
comparison and analysis are made by conducting the
experiments on the standard stream cipher systems v/s
proposed method. Due to the overhead of the system and
other parameters, consistency of the result may vary. Hence,
we have repeated the experiments for fifty times for every
varied input size. Then by taking the average of the results we
assumed the result as stable.
The size of the vector space of XOR is 2  2 , that is
constructed recursively. For every value from (0 to r), the
vector space is enhanced as per the explanation given in the
construction of the XOR vector space algorithm mentioned in
section III.
After generation of vector space, the performance of this
has to be tested based on implementing this in a standard
cryptographic algorithm. This test is done for two such
standard algorithms: 1. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
and 2. Blowfish. Testing of these two standard algorithms is
completed based on the standard code taken from
www.cis.syr.edu and Bruce Schneider [17], [18].
The results are recorded and analyzed separately for both
encryptions and decryptions processes of the algorithm.
To begin with, the test is conducted for the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) [17]. At first the Advanced
Encryption Standard is processed using existing XOR
operations. Later all the XOR operations of the Advanced
Encryption Standard are carried out as per the Fig. 2 using
XOR vector space.
As a part of the encryption time analysis, various input of
different file sizes are tested. These tests are repeated for fifty
times on each file for the consistent results and finally the
average encryption times of these repeated results are
presented. The same test is repeated using the XOR free
operation of the proposed system. This is repeated fifty times
and the average is recorded as the reading which is shown in
table I.
The results shows, as the data size increases, the proposed
XOR free approach would consume moderately less time.
Hence could say proposed approach for encryption works
comparatively better for Advanced Encryption Standards.
The graphical representations of the difference in the time
consumption of the Advanced Encryption Standards
encryption are shown in the Fig. 3. The dark grey line in Fig.
4, represents the difference in the time consumed for
encryption with respect to proposed approach v/s standard
XOR operations of Advanced Encryption Standards.
r

File
Size

10M
B
20
MB
30
KB
40
MB
50
MB
60
MB
70
MB
80
MB
90
MB
100
MB

r

Encryption Time
analysis
Average
Average
Time in
Time in
seconds
seconds
elapsed
elapsed
using the
using the
proposed
existing
method
method

Decryption Time
analysis
Average
Average
time in
Time in
seconds
seconds
elapsed
elapsed
using the
using the
proposed
existing
method
method

287.4682

295.5780

316.2375

332.4416

305.3946

319.0005

441.8143

459.8744

449.0715

468.9474

642.6782

668.7801

633.7815

659.6088

699.5568

733.8118

756.0279

791.8737

878.1025

921.1603

879.071

923.651

1027.899

1082.471

1038.219

1096.578

1123.453

1195.829

1123.453

1195.829

1247.058

1333.45

1254.437

1344.579

1432.172

1532.4

1383.172

1494.579

1612.09

1724.919

Fig. 3 .Average difference in the time between
encryption/decryption of standard approach v/s proposed
(XOR free) method for Advanced Encryption Standards
with reference to the table I.
The experiments also carried out on decryption process
using Advanced Encryption Standards. The results are
repeated as like in encryption and the average of fifty test
results considered for each file and is repeated for different
input size. Table I also contains the difference in the
decryption time between both the proposed XOR free
operation v/s standard XOR approach using Advanced
Encryption Standards. The graphical representations of these
differences are plotted using light grey line on the charts
shown in Fig. 3.
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Secondly, the proposed XOR free system is also tested against
the Blowfish algorithm [18] for the same input file size as like
Advanced Encryption Standards. The test was conducted on
the same computer system used for the Advanced Encryption
Standards analysis.
Table II shows the time complexity analysis of the
encryption and decryption using the proposed XOR free
approach v/s existing method on Blowfish algorithm. The test
is repeated and recorded fifty times for every different input
file size. The computed average times from the fifty repeated
observations for each input file size are recorded and are used
for the analysis. From the study it’s obvious that as the size of
the input file increases, the proposed XOR free approach
reduce the total time exponentially compared to the existing
XOR approach.
Table- II: Average difference in time between the proposed
XOR free approach v/s standard approaches for
Encryption/Decryption Blowfish
Encryption Time analysis

Decryption Time analysis

Table II also shows analysis of the difference in the time
taken for processing the Blowfish decryption based on the
proposed XOR free method v/s the existing XOR approach.
The result shown in Table II and in Fig. 4 is the difference in
the total time computed based on proposed XOR free
operations and existing XOR operations for blowfish by
repeating the test for fifty times for every different input file
size.
The results shows the proposed XOR free approach
compared to existing XOR process achieves better time
complexity. These reductions in the time for processing are
due to the replacement of the existing XOR approach by the
XOR free approach. XOR free approach is a just a value
borrowing from the XOR vector space which is constructed
well in advance. Usually the XOR vector space is constructed
and stored while reading the input file for the cipher systems.
The time required to construct the vector space is almost
negligible.
The analysis made with respect to the time complexity
shows the proposed XOR free approach takes less time
compared to the standard method. It has also been observed
that as the size of the input file increases the time complexity
achieved via proposed XOR free approach is moderately
higher compared to the standard method of operations.

File
Size

AVG Time
in seconds
elapsed
using the
existing
method

AVG Time
in seconds
elapsed
using the
proposed
method

AVG Time
in seconds
elapsed
using the
existing
method

AVG Time
in seconds
elapsed
using the
proposed
method

10MB

2.724338

2.489142

0.002506

0.000501

V. CONCLUSION

20 MB

5.375882

4.848416

3.653145

3.143843

30 KB

8.200386

7.304710

5.396083

4.796802

40 MB

10.60201

9.698261

7.537973

6.549919

50 MB

13.50485

12.13322

9.053618

7.908793

Since majority of all cipher system works on binary
orientation, will have XOR operations. This work tries to
reduce the time taken for the operation of XOR. This is done
by referring from the vector space constructed in advance.

60 MB

16.55609

14.57863

11.50914

9.921053

70 MB

20.71033

17.90042

14.36431

12.41386

80 MB

24.36797

21.27302

15.79634

13.09119

90 MB

27.85867

23.08000

17.74162

13.96394

100
MB

31.61525

26.10582

22.71033

17.90042

The expression

Fig. 4 shows the graphical representation of the analysis of the
time elapsed using blowfish stream cipher system. The results
shown in Fig. 4 are the analysis of the difference in the total
time elapsed for the encryption process of Blowfish stream
cipher using the proposed XOR free operation v/s existing
XOR approach. The analysis of the proposed solution on
Blowfish confirms the increased performance benefit.

O  log 2 r  , shows the result of the

construction of vector space theoretically. The vector space is
constructed as recursive matrix easily according to the
proposed method. The theoretical result shows the time
complexity of vector space generation using the proposed
method has a great impact on the cipher system performance.
The same is proved in case of experimental results. Result of
the experimental setup shows the considerable improvement
in the time complexity. The usage of XOR free approach in
the places where XOR operations are involved offers the best
outcome. The results are tested against the Advanced
Encryption Standards and Blowfish and have achieved the
moderately good. Which are shown in the Table I and Table
II. And the same thing is shown in the fig. 3 and fig. 4 Further
this XOR free method and construction of XOR table can be
used in some of the cryptographic operations where large
number of bit XOR is used.
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